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Abstract—Modern buildings contain an increasing amount of 

electrical apparatuses. This technological explosion is escalating 

the demand for electrical power to support the equipment which 

has become an integral part of the way people conduct business. 

Two types of load assessments are normally carried out in the 

electrical field. One is done during the design stage when the 

electrical designer needs to determine the size of conductors and 

rating of electrical equipment for a new installation. The other is 

carried out to an existing building that is already equipped with 

electrical infrastructure but may require an assessment to carry 

out improvement works or additions to its existing load; in the 

case of the latter it is known locally as a Load Detail. The 

following paper is presented as the demand of energy in our 

country is increasing on large scale leading to large gap between 

supply and demand and at the same time generation cannot be 

increased to cater the growing demands because of limited 

resources in our country, since India being a developing nation 

there is a need to control and monitor the flow of energy in 

various sectors and hence energy conservation and use of 

efficient devices is the only solution. In this paper we have 

presented the use of energy efficient devices in our campus Baba 

Ghulam Shah Badshah University as the demand is increasing 

day by day with the development of campus, we took a survey 

and analysed different loads prevailing in our campus and 

evaluated there consumption and compared it with the energy 

efficient installations, to our surprise we found lot a saving that 

could be achieved if this is implemented successfully.  
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INTRODUCTION  

or years we are witnessing how energy system has 

matured and from the basic usage of wood for heat, we as 

a human society, managed to have energy market and to 

discover electricity as an ineludible source for many of our 

main daily activities energy has been universally recognized 

as one of the most important inputs for economic growth and 

human development [1]. There is a strong two way 

relationship between economic development and energy 

consumption. On one hand, growth of an economy, with its 

global competitiveness, hinges on the availability of cost 

effective and environmentally benign source and on the other 

hand, the level of economic development has been observed to 

be reliant on the energy demand. Energy is one of the measure 

drivers a growing economy like India and is an essential 

building block of economic development. In an effort to meet 

the demand of a developing nation the Indian energy system 

has witnessed a rapid growth. Areas like the resource 

exploration and exploitation, capacity additions and energy 

sector reforms have been revolutionized. This depicts a picture 

of concern, the adverse effects on environment caused by the 

production and consumption of energy has resulted in severe 

environmental impacts. Energy being the important element of 

the infrastructure sector has to be ensured its availability on 

sustainable basis. Among the various strategies to be evolved 

for meeting energy demand, efficient   use of energy and its 

conservation emerges out to be the least cost option in any 

given strategies, apart from being environmentally begin 

[2]Here in our case study we considered our college a 

reference and did the necessary load assessment which 

involved rigorous calculations for both evolving efficient 

measures and calculating the necessary payback period, since 

investing in replacement of conventional equipment by energy 

efficient ones, which involves a huge investment and in order 

to get that invested money back, we have evaluated a pay back 

of the said study case. Therefore procedure involves surveys 

to all the buildings in the campus, after the survey load 

assessment was carried out which involved rigorous 

calculations to find out the energy savings in kilowatts and in 

savings in rupees 

CASE STUDY DESTINATION: 

Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah University (33.3969◦ N, 

74.3471◦ E) is located at the foothills of the great Himalayan 

PirPanjal range in Rajouri, 154 Km from Jammu, the winter 

capital of Jammu & Kashmir state [3]. 

 

TABLE1: Details of the case stu 

 

 

 

 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In our campus we found there are large areas where lot of 

wastage of energy is occurring due to the use of old 

conventional devices which is resulting in huge annual 

expenditure when it comes to electricity bills, since the college 

campus is expanding and energy requirements are rising this 

will lead to large money to be invested in energy bills if the 

conventional inefficient devices are continued to be installed 

or used.  

F 

Table 1. Details of the Case Study 

 
Particulars Details 

Campus name 
College of engineering and technology 

BGSBU 

District Rajouri 

State Jammu and Kashmir 

Country India 

Longitude 33.3969◦ N 

Latitude 74.3471◦ E 

Sources of energy Electricity Grid and solar potential 

Number of 

buildings 
5 
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We as a team were bent on to take this immense project to 

practical heights though it involved deep hearted efforts of the 

team but with our zeal and zest we were very happy to work 

together and formulate results which to our utter surprise 

astonished each of us .Science and technology has advanced 

with leaps and bounds and as being part of the same we need 

to update ourselves to cope with the pace of growing world. In 

our case study of our campus we conducted survey to each 

building and assessed first the connected load and the 

formulated the load consumption details which mostly 

involved calculations, to our surprise we were able to generate 

results which saved  87533.21999 kw per year which amounts 

to around 438103.7662 which is a huge amount for a 

developing campus like we have , it was mere with the 

replacement of installed devices with the energy efficient one , 

while doing this we didn’t keep away the point of initial 

investments that are to be made we very keen to evaluate the 

payback period of the said new installations  which came 

around 7.22919 years which is not so large time as the 

efficient devices have a very good life span ( eg. 14 years for 

t8 LED tubes ). 

 

I. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 

Following is the procedure that was adopted to carry out the 

rigorous work: 

 Campus details: 

This step involves analyzing the different buildings present, 

location details, area of work etc.  

 Reconnaissance survey 

Before going for the analysis a survey of the case study has to 

be carried out. It includes the details of the campus name, 

campus load assessment, campus resource assessment. These 

surveys basically represent a type of field survey that is often 

used to gather initial information regarding the presence and 

absence of historic properties within a project area. 

 Load assessment:  

Electrical load assessment is fundamental part of energy 

management it involves listing of all electricity consuming 

equipment in a facility, everything from lighting bulb to 

expensive equipment. A basic electrical load assessment 

involves creating a table showing power ratings, or loads (in 

kW) of all electrical devices in the facility along with an 

estimate of the number of hours each device will operate on a 

daily basis. This result is an estimate of faculty consumption, 

the number of kWh used by the facility, and total facility 

electrical load, the sum of all inventoried loads. When 

properly executed, a load analysis can yield valuable insight 

into facility energy usage that can be used to save on energy 

costs, increase productivity and protect critical assets [4] 

 Energy efficient alternatives:  

Conventional lighting devices and other devices consume 

large kilowatts, imagine a 100watt incandescent bulb ,however 

in modern era science  and technology has evolved a lot and 

against 100watts we can have 3 watt or 5 watt LED bulbs with 

the same lumens and increased efficiency and life span[5] , 

therefore the old conventional devices are suggested to be 

replaced by energy efficient devices these suggestions are 

issued out on the basis of the research work conducted in our 

campus as the latter is capable of saving large energy . 

 

 Financial Analysis: 

Although using various energy efficient devices the 

consumption rate is brought to lesser levels, but the initial 

investment for the project is also a concern, there should be 

some utility, government organization or some private 

authority which could take the project for practical 

implementation. Economics is also the measure area when it 

comes to engineering designs and is not neglected in this case 

study with the large calculations involved we were able to 

carry out the necessary payback period which forms the last 

step in this project. We have performed this payback analysis 

to cater the questioning on large investment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

 

Building nomenclature: 

1) CoET: college of engineering and technology (main 

building). 

2) ERE: Electrical and Renewable Engineering (labs). 

3) R & D WING: Research and Development Wing 

Building. 

 

YES NO 

CAMPUS DETAILS 

LOAD ASSESSMENT 

RECONNAISSANCE 

SURVEY 

start 

Efficient 
devices 

 

More Savings 

Less Energy Utilised 

No Savings 

More Energy Utilised 
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4) WORKSHOP : Civil Workshop Building 

Load assessment details: On conducting the complete survey 

of the college and analysing different loads working in the 

college the following load profile has been formulated as 

shown in the table below: 

The table below shows the energy consumed by different 

buildings in the campus, as evident from the table there are in 

total 5 buildings in the campus and there already working 

conventional load is shown as 146311.77 kw/year, with the 

use of the energy efficient devices as calculated by our team 

this consumption is brought down to 58778.550011kw/year 

and results in saving of 87533.21999 kw/year these savings if 

figured in rupee comes about ₹438103.7662 which is a hefty 

amount. 

Yearly load profile of college of engineering and technology 

BGSBU: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KW CONSUMED /YEAR 

The histogram above depicts consumption by different 

buildings both when convention and efficient means are 

adopted. “Y” axis represents the number of kilowatts 

consumed per year. It can be directly seen from the table or 

the histogram drawn that energy consumption while using 

efficient devices are brought down to a large extent as 

indicated by brown bars in the histogram. 

V.  PAYBACK ANALYSIS 

Although using various energy efficient devices the 

consumption rate is brought to lesser levels, but the initial 

investment for the project is also a concern, there should be 

some utility, government organisation or some private 

authority which could take the project for practical 

implementation. 

We have performed this payback analysis to cater the 

questioning on large investment.The various efficient devices 

to be used in the college are listed below and with more care 

full attitude the necessary payback using simple payback 

analysis is obtained which comes around 7.22919 yearsif 

worked at 0% profit, 0% profit here means all the savings are 

used to bring the initial invested figure to lesser levels. 

Payback of college of engineering and technology at 0% profit 
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Sg* we r replacing the normal geysers with solar geysers 

therefore the operating cost is zero.  

The payback analysis can also be obtained on 40% profit 

basis, where 40% of the savings may be utilized in other areas 

with only 60% to the invested amount earlier however this 

will increase the payback time from 7 years approx. to 12.04 

years approx.. 

 

Pay Back of College of Engineering at 40% profit: 

 

Results for the said project are quite evident from the tables 

and graphs shown above there is a drastic decrease in the 

energy consumption per year when energy efficient devices 

are used the value is around 58778.55011 kw /year against the 

values 146311.77kw/year also the results can be analysed on 

the basis of energy cost/year which decreases to 294186.6428 

rupee from the conventional cost of 732290.4089 rupee. 

Since energy efficient devices have a good life span (e.g. 14 

years for t8 LED tubes) and can be used with the same lumens 

and higher efficiency therefore payback of 7 years obtained by 

the analysis at 0% profit is a good result and can be imagined 

practically. 

 CONCLUSION 

A famous quote energy saved is energy generated. This 

signifies that increase in capacity of generation at higher cost 

is not an optimal way of meeting the demand, India as 

developing nation is short of money and infrastructure must go 

for energy audit to save electricity which means generate 

energy at much lower cost. The demand for electricity is 

growing continuously and it is putting stress to increase the 

capacity to meet the demand. With this aim the authors have 

undertaken a case study of college of engineering and 

technology because engineering colleges are one of the major 

power consumers .As in India small amount of budget is 

allocated to educational sector, at the same time large money 

has to be paid  for electricity billings therefore adopting the 

suggested measures may ensure in saving lot of bucks and 

same can be used for education enhancement .The data 

provided in this paper shows that how we can save electric 

energy by incorporating some changes in installations and 

making it energy efficient. The government should make it 

mandatory for engineering colleges and other organizations in 

the country for load assessment and replacement of 

conventional equipment with energy efficient ones. 
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